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Abstract: In today’s world of wireless communication,
technologies like Wi-Fi, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) play a vital role in various applications for the
benefit and convenience of the society. A widespread application
of RFID networks based on automatic data capture technology is
supply chain management. In RFID enabled supply chain process
lot of possibilities of outliers or anomaly generation due to
technical or environmental factors exist. This work mainly
focuses on identifying various techniques used for outlier
detection in RFID datasets in supply chain process. Most of
literature studies are related to objects tracking and product
management in the domain of supply chain but very few
researchers have worked on the abnormal condition or outlier
detection while monitoring of RFID tagged objects. Outliers are
any kind of deviation in supply chain processes from its normal
processing or behavior.
Our research is specific to the
supply-chain process using RFID system specifically for the
abnormality detection in the localization process in supply-chain
process. Inaccurate localization of objects can be due to several
reasons like theft, counterfeiting, traffic problem, environmental
factors or malfunctioning of the vehicle carrying RFID tagged
objects.
Keywords: RFID, Machine Learning, Wireless
Communication, Outlier Detection

I. INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is still in the
nascent stage due to challenges in shifting from the traditional
approach which involves high cost of implementation and
skills and time required in restructuring. The main reasons for
the issues are lack of literature availability for the complete
makeover from the non-RFID system to RFID
implementation and its deployment in the current business
processes. Improvements in supply chain were hindered due
to lack of academic research and understanding of the
technology though it’s now-a-days taking up leap. We hope
that this study can further develop insight into the challenges
and opportunities of RFID and can direct academicians for
further research on the areas of RFID that are most pertinent
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to practitioners. This paper provides the literature survey
about techniques related to RFID data cleaning, outlier
detection/path deviation techniques used in the domain of
RFID-enabled supply chain and predictive analysis of outlier
paths/trajectories.
II. BACKGROUND
RFID is used to keep the track of processes and trace the
supplies in construction and assembly industries. Ngai et al.
[2] studied the literature of RFID technology by organizing
their studies into technological based, application based,
policy based and security-based categories. Not much of the
literature was available to study the technology. Overall only
85 research papers were available. Their analysis gave useful
insights on the anatomical details of the RFID literature. As
RFID technology matured, so many applications [3] were
unleashed to exploit inexpensive and highly available
automatic identification. A complete framework for
monitoring the progress using smart objects like RFID along
with web service technologies in ubiquitous manufacturing
had been proposed by Qu et al. [4].
RFID technology has shown the remarkable improvement
in the domain of production planning and scheduling [5].
RFID systems do real time coordination and interaction
among various levels like production level, planning level and
scheduling level for achieving the lean control of processes in
manufacturing [4].Smart manufacturing shop floors are
created with RFID technology [6]. Supply chain with RFID
technology has lot of advantages [7].
Some works focus on managing and mining RFID stream
data. Hector Gonzalez et al. have done extensive work in this
domain in various aspects. Traditional data warehousing
multidimensional models won’t fit into RFID datasets due to
various properties of RFID data. A new model for
warehousing RFID data has been proposed [8] in which
object transitions’ preservation is considered owing to the
temporal feature RFID data. In order to represent the
transportation of objects FlowGraph method has been
proposed [9]. This representation can be very effective in the
multi-dimensional analysis of flow of objects. Easy capturing
of the movement of objects and monitoring exceptions in
RFID flows has been proposed by using compressed
probabilistic workflow method [10].
Elio Masciari [11] has researched on the outlier mining in
RFID data stream to find out the outliers/anomalous nodes in
the supply chain network. This research work used discrete
Fourier-transform method to check for the similarities among
various paths in the supply chain. Some research is done in
area of mining RFID data.
Rule-and-Motif-based
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anomaly detection framework has been designed for
anomaly detection in moving object [12] but it does not fit
well for the data with too many rules or outlier conditions as it
adds to the complexity.
Partition-and-detect framework [13] for outlier detection of
trajectory or path followed by the moving object had been
proposed in which each trajectory or path followed by the
object is first split into parts and then checked for similarity
using all the angles between the distances in trajectory paths.
This approach used clustering based approach but still didn’t
consider the speed variations of the objects in trajectories.
Our research work has solved this issue though the base is
similar to this research work. A new trajectory classification
method for classifying various trajectories in supply chain
called TraClass which uses hierarchical region-based
approach is proposed by the same authors who used partitionand-group -detect framework [14] but it is not scalable.
Sensor network has some typical traits like limitation of
resources, easy deployment of sensors, multiple hops in the
network, massive data generation, and low maintenance
requirement. Data mining of such type of datasets need to take
into account these different constraints in the environment.
Under the constraints of computational/memory/power
limitations, A framework based on probabilistic method for
supervised learning has been proposed by Ghosh et al. [15]
considering computational, memory related or power related
constraints. The main issue with supervised approach is the
availability of training data which may not be the case in all
type of applications. Moreover, we need to see over fitting
problem too. A Spatio-Temporal Sensor Graphs (STSG)
modelling based approach for mining sensor data for finding
anomaly patterns and centralized locations at each time
interval, has also been proposed [16] but for very long
sequences it may not be very effective. An adaptive mining
framework which can adapt according to changes in data has
also been proposed by Cook et al. [17].
Internet of Things (IoT) has lot of contribution in data
mining of different related domains, our main focus is on the
one of the very important rudiment of IoT i.e. RFID. As a
completely new paradigm in the research area, RFID-related
applications still lack sufficient models and theories for the
application of machine learning or data mining techniques. In
the next section, a detailed study of the existing works done in
the respective areas of sub-processes of the research work is
explained along with the summarization for the research gaps.
III. EXISTING WORK
Our literature survey is done on basis of possible
sub-processes used for RFID data mining and hence the
discussions on the work/existing work in these areas.
A. The Data Pre-Processing Layer
It is divided into time pre-processing and path
pre-processing management. It cleans the RFID event data
obtained from the EPC network and providing the upper layer
with clean and useful data by removing the possible false
positives, false negatives and duplicate values.
RFID data generated by reader as read from tag is quite

unreliable and redundant due to many external technical as
well as environmental factors. Many Methodologies are
proposed in literature to improve the reliability of RFID data.
Work is done on both the hardware and the software aspects
in a RFID system with respect to cleaning of RFID data [18].
Middleware solutions which are software based, refers to the
implementation of algorithms for the correction of data
streams coming through readers before being passed to the
final database saved in the system for further analysis. There
are many RFID-middleware solutions [19] [20] which are
based on simple filtering techniques using fixed temporal
sliding window filter to remove false negatives and false
positives from RFID data and in these applications the very
important thing is setting up of the window size for sampling
the data and it’s a drawback too. In the dynamic environment,
it’s not trivial to set up the appropriate smoothing-window
size. Here the data generated in the environment is the
continuous stream of datasets. A balance needs to be
maintained between the tasks of ensuring completeness for
the readings because of system unreliability and also ensure
full capturing of the dynamics of tag as it moves in and out of
the detection range of RFID reader. If a window size is
selected as large then although it ensures the completeness but
the system is not able to efficiently detect transitions of tags
from inside to outside the window or outside to inside the
window. On the other hand, if a small window size is selected
then the system is able to detect transitions but it cannot
ensure completeness due to missed readings. So if the size of
window is set as small then it is possibility that some tags may
miss being read leading to generation of false negative errors
in which the tag is mistakenly assumed to be absent while it is
actually present and if the size of window is set to very large
then it can lead to generation of false positive errors as due to
interpolation of the readings of the tag read by reader some
tags which have already exited the detection region are also
considered to be present and their information in stored by the
system. So, in the real-world scenario experimentally no
particular single sized window can consistently perform
correctly for finding correct tag reads. We have studied and
used an adaptive window-based approach called as window
sub range transition detection algorithm (WSTD) [21] which
can perform very well even in harsh environment with many
dynamic changes. This approach also overcomes all the
disadvantages of the fixed window protocol for filtering RFID
data. The decision to use WSTD is based on the following
literature study of the various techniques being used for the
existing scenario.
Bai, Y, F Wang and P Liu [22] suggested the cleaning of
RFID data in raw form into semantic application data. The
false positive and negative readings as well duplicated
readings should be filtered before being converted into the
semantic form so that they can be used in different
applications. The authors have proposed several effective
methods to filter RFID data, for removing noise and
eliminating duplicates.
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They have used sliding window protocol with fixed size
and threshold limit for removal of noise to be passed as input.
In a dynamic environment of RFID data streaming
continuously, setting up the parameters is quite a difficult
task.
Gonzalez, H., J. Han and X Shen [23] proposed method
based on Bayesian Networks which has the advantage of
adjusting dynamically based on the probability of the tag
existence. Due to its dynamism it is called as dynamic
Bayesian network this method is computationally expensive
due to sigma functions and cross-corpora calculations and
performs very poorly in case the data set used is small.
Shen, H. and Y. Zhang [24] have used counting bloom
filter-based technique known as decaying bloom filter. As
new tags continuously enter in the sliding windows, the old
and unused tags are removed. The method used can efficiently
detect duplicate readings also. The problem with this filter is
detection of false positive errors only but it cannot handle
false negative errors.
Fan, H., Q.Y. Wu and Y.S. Lin. [25] proposed stream data
processing by converting the semantic data in different logic
rules to monitor the abnormal conditions of the work pieces in
the manufacturing workshops. Work piece can be analyzed
based on real time processing as well as history-oriented
tracking. It works fine for small amount of data but doesn’t fit
well on large number of datasets.
Jeffery, Shawn R., Minos Greatlakes, and Michael J.
Franklin [26] proposed an adaptive smoothing filter which
can help in fixing the problems related to fixed window
sliding protocol to reduce false positive and false negatives.
An adaptive smoothing filter aggregates the RFID data and
interpolates for lost readings. The algorithm known as
Statistical sMoothing for Unreliable RFid data (SMURF) uses
sampling theory and cleans the data by taking statistical
sample of tag ids of the physical world and thus helps in
modelling the unreliability of the RFID data readings by the
reader. It uses binomial sampling and π-estimators; SMURF
does the setting of correct window size automatically with
continuous adaption over the historical and currently
observed data readings. The effect of this cleaning algorithm
is optimal only when the RFID tags move at a uniform speed.
But in case of high-speed movement of tags in and out of
readers’ detection range the performance of this algorithm
starts decreasing. Many variations like VSMURF [27] have
been proposed based on SMURF concept.
Y. Wang, B.Y. Song, H. Fu, and X.G. Li [28] proposed a
cleaning method KAL-RFID which is based on Kalman
Filter. It is used to find false negative and false positive
readings as well as solved the problem of delay occurrence in
the transition time of tag stream. Kalman Filter update process
consists of updating of time and measurement. This process
needs lot of memory for storing the tags.
Wang, Y. L., C. Wang and X. H. Jiang [29] proposed a
cleaning method based on bloom filter for handling the
redundant data generated in the distributed data flow
environment.
Massawe, L.V., J.D.M. Kinyua and H. Vermaak [30]
proposed an improvement over SMURF which is also an
adaptive sliding-window based approach known as Window
Sub Range Transition Detection (WSTD). It can handle

environmental variation and tag dynamics very efficiently. It
can very well adjust the smoothing window size and thus can
cope up with the changes in the environment which could lead
to variations in the tag-reader performance. This thesis work
cleaning method is based on WSTD for supply chain datasets.
The existing work and the research gaps are summarized as
shown in the Table I.
B. The Outlier Detection and Analysis Layer
It is the core of the three-layered system and it uses
clustering-based outlier detection test in this work. Density
based clustering technique is used for finding outlier clusters.
Detection of outliers in RFID enabled supply-chain process
requires the study on the trajectories identification which are
not normal or deviating from the normal path called as
outliers and to check for the similarity between various
trajectories, different similarity measures are studied. The
dataset formed in the supply-chain process is read in terms of
trajectory as it contains the component of time and location in
a particular order as read by the readers at various locations of
the supply-chain path. In literature, several authors have used
many types of techniques [30] like clustering [32],
classification, and sequence pattern matching, probabilistic
statistical techniques to find out outlier points or set of points
from the given set of points. For the clustering approaches the
training/labelled dataset is not required [33] but for the
classification [31] there should be the availability of training
points which is not available in all kind of applications. Any
clustering algorithm/technique is based on the concept of
finding dissimilarity/similarity between the objects to be
clustered. The type of objects depends on the application
being studied. Our research work deals with the trajectories
followed by objects in the supply-chain path so here the
similarities or differences between trajectories are considered
and related work is studied. There are many similarity
measures [34] studied and implemented with each having
their own pros and cons. Euclidean distance [35] is the most
commonly used distance measure with the condition of equal
length in case of trajectory data [34] but it’s not suitable for
the cases in which the length of the trajectories are unequal.
Also, it does not consider the time lagging factor within the
path from source to destination. Other similarity measures
like Hausdorff measure [36], Edit Distance [37], Fréchet
Distance [38], Longest Common Subsequence [39], Dynamic
Time Warping [40] etc. are also proposed for different
applications. The following section covers the detail of
related works in the area of trajectory mining as this is the
base taken in our research for finding outlier points/nodes in
the RFID enabled supply-chain network. Wang, Haozhou, et
al. [34] has done a comparison of various trajectory similarity
measures. Methods from time series analysis can be applied
for the computation of trajectory similarity as the structure is
same. Methods like Dynamic time warping (DTW), Longest
Common Sub sequences (LCSS) and Edit Distance are quite
commonly used methods. DTW, Edit Distance, and LCSS
allow flexibility in finding match without any requirement of
matching
points
at
corresponding times.
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DTW and Fréchet distance measures don’t require exact time
correspondence [54]. Time correspondence can’t be ignored
so simple Euclidian distance measure can’t solve the purpose.

Berndt, D.J. and J. Clifford [40] proposed Dynamic Time

Table-I: Summary Of Existing Approaches In RFID Data Cleaning
Sr.
No.

Approach

1.

Bai, Y, F Wang and P Liu [22]

2.

Gonzalez, H., J. Han and X Shen
[23]
Shen, H. and Y. Zhang [24]
Fan, H., Q.Y. Wu and Y.S. Lin. [25]

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Jeffery,
Shawn
R.,
Minos
Garofalakis, and Michael J. Franklin
[26]
Y. Wang, B., Y. Song, H. Fu, and
X., G. Li [28]
Wang, Y. L., C. Wang and X. H.
Jiang. [29]

Methodology
Fixed Window
Protocol
Bayesian Networks
Decaying Bloom Filter
Conversion
of
semantic data into
logical rules
Adaptive
window
sliding protocol
Kalman Filter
Based on Bloom Filter

Warping (DTW) distance measure as the technique to find the
similarity between various speech patterns. Later this measure
is used in the variety of problems in various other domains
too. It is based on Euclidian distance but with the
consideration of lagging or leading time factor over the
complete path and thus is a solution to the weaknesses of
Euclidian distance metrics. Due to this approach the time
series or sequences which are not in phase locally due to
temporal factor but are still similar are also taken into
consideration. Although the time complexity of this approach
is quadratic it is still considered an efficient way in terms of
accuracy of finding similar time series/sequence data and is
popularly used in various application areas like
bioinformatics, medicine, engineering, entertainment etc.
Jeung, H, et al. [42] proposed a hybrid prediction model to
study the trajectory pattern being followed so that it can help
in estimating status of any node in the trajectory network.
Oobject’s movements are based on many environmental
factors like traffic jam and connected routes on road for
vehicles, places of turbulence for aircraft, which makes use of
mathematical formulas to represent the patterns followed in a
path/trajectory, an inefficient way. So, the authors have
proposed a novel approach which is a combination of Apriori
[43] [44] for detecting frequent trajectory patterns and
DBSCAN [45] for further clustering the sub trajectories. Use
of Apriori for trajectory patterns however is not very memory
efficient due to lot of candidates’ generation in the
intermediate steps.
Chun-Hee, L. and C Chin-Wan [46] proposed a path
encoding schema using the concept of Chinese remainder
theorem for the processing of large amount of RFID data for
supply-chain management. Due to increasing number of tag
numbers in system, the cost of storage of data and the time of
processing are not utilized in an efficient manner.
Masciari, E. [47] proposed a system called as SMART
(Simple Monitoring enterprise Activities by RFID Tags)
which is based on defining a template for detection of outliers.
The templates cover all the outlier scenarios and based on
them the matching is done to find the outliers in RFID data
streams. The templates consider sample taken(P), type of

Research Gaps
Problem in setting window size
Computationally extensive, perform poorly for
small datasets
Can’t detect false negative errors
Not efficient for real time data processing

In case of high-speed movement of tags in and out
of readers’ detection range the performance of this
algorithm starts decreasing.
Process needs lot of memory for storing the tags.
Preprocess redundant data only, not false
positives and false negatives

monitored objects (O) and the attributes (A), the outlier
definition by means of a suitable function F (P, A, O) → {0,
1}. It is defined like a rule but for too many samples and
objects this is not going to work efficiently. Scalability is an
issue here.
Fan, H., et al. [25] proposed a model using the concept of a
tree based structure path spliiting so that it movement of the
products/tagged objects in trjactory path. This tree model
finds out any deviation from the normal path and thus can be
used to find out outliers, but for longer paths, it would
increase the time and space complexity. Also redesigning of
relational schema which can also store path and time
information is required.
Hanning, C., et al. [48] proposed a novel method based on
K means clustering algorithm [49]. Sequence of locations and
time i.e. spatio-temporal elements are used to construct path
network. Both K Means and Mean Shift [50] algorithms are
compared for clustering similar paths and comparatively
Mean Shift algorithm performed better but these algorithms
need the number of clusters to be formed in advance and also
there is the restriction of the spherical shape of the clusters.
Liu, X., et al. [51] worked on finding outliers in RFID
trajectories by doing spatial analysis of the association among
various discrete points in the path. Kriging method [52] is
used for the interpolation of the number of points. Spatial and
temporal variation in the accuracy of RFID readings is
assessed quantitatively for finding or predicting the missed
information values. It is not effective with large number of
discrete points.
Kwon K., Kang D., Yoon Y., Sohn J.S., Chung I.J. [53]
proposed a method called Procedure Tree for the mining of
the massive data flow generated by tagged objects read by
readers. The proposed system can perform better as compared
to traditional systems for the tracking of objects but for longer
supply-chain paths its efficiency decreases in terms of time
and space utilization. Huang S.P., Wang D. [ 66] proposed
distance based and rule-based approaches to detect the
anomalies like delay in transiting and steal of the packages in
the supply-chain path.
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The system can provide some help for the enterprise
management so as to help enterprises to effectively control the
information of supply chain. The existing work and the

research gaps are summarized as shown in the Table II.

Table-II: Summary Of Existing Approaches In RFID Outlier Detection Using Clustering
Sr. No.
1.

Approach
Wang, Haozhou, et al. [34]

Methodology
Euclidian distance, Dynamic Time
Warping measure, Longest Common Sub
Sequences and Edit Distance measure are
compared.
Dynamic Time Warping as distance
measure.

2.

Berndt, D.J. and J. Clifford [40]

3.
4.

Hybrid model (Apriori + DBSCAN)
Path Encoding Scheme

5.

Jeung, H, et al [42]
Chun-Hee, L. and C Chin-Wan
[46]
Masciari, E. [47]

6.

Fan, H., et al. [25]

Tree based model

7.

Huang, S.P. and D. Wang [66 ]

K Means and Mean Shift based Algorithm

8.

Liu, X., et al. [61]

Kriging Method of Interpolation

9.

Kwon K., Kang D., Yoon Y.,
Sohn J.S., Chung I.J. [53]

Procedure Tree Method

Rules/template creation

C. PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS OF OUTLIER NODES
Predictive analysis of outlier nodes is done by
recurrent-based neural networks, specifically Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [18]. The concept used in this
research is based on the previous information about the
location e.g. status of any particular node or set of nodes in
RFID network paths. It can be an outlier point or non-outlier
point. Location-based prediction is studied here. In our case
the data is generated by applying TRAJODBSCAN, as
proposed by us. Finally, outlier status is predicted based on
the prediction of the next location. Lot of location-prediction
based algorithms are available for prediction of next location
if current location is known. The simplest way to handle this is
by using speed and direction of movement but it’s not easy in
the real-world scenario in which the problems like traffic jam,
theft, poor weather conditions do exist. As reviewed by
Giannotti et al. [54] there are many methods for various
applications specifically for data mining of trajectory. If the
previous history data is available about the paths or
trajectories being followed along with information about the
deviation or outlier points in the path, prediction of any
deviation or outlier path can be predicted. Main focus is
improving the accuracy of prediction and according to
literature available many techniques like pattern mining of
moving objects [55] and model-based mining [56] are most
commonly used. Li et al. has worked on the path prediction of
[57] based on their moving pattern and behavior. The
trajectory data is transformed in form of cell points for all the
points and mining is done on that format. Yavas et al. [58]
also worked on frequent pattern mining for path detection or
deviation with Apriori algorithm as a base algorithm.

Research Gaps
Euclidian
Distance
not
appropriate approach with
temporal factor
Quadratic Complexity but a
good
approach
for
comparison of paths with
time and speed lags
Not memory efficient
Memory and Time inefficient
with increasing tag numbers
It doesn’t work with high
scalability
It doesn’t work efficiently
with long sequences of
trajectory path.
Forms only spherical clusters
and not efficient for finding
outliers
It doesn’t work efficiently for
dynamic system
It doesn’t perform efficiently
for longer sequences

Locations, which are co-occurring, are extracted from the
frequent patterns generated and analyzed. Further Morzy et
al. also considered temporal and spatial features and
developed a modified
Prefix-Span algorithm [59]. Gaussian model with mutli
-centric approach is proposed by Cheng et al. [60] for
prediction of similarity between different patterns of paths.
The problem with this approach is no consideration of
ordering of sequence. A hybrid technique which uses the
Hidden Markov Model as base methodology has been
proposed by Mathew et al. [61]. Jeung [42] used cell
partition-based algorithm to map the trajectory points into
frequent regions.Cell partition based method depends upon
the granularity of cells for accuracy of prediction..
Sequence mining gained popularity and use of neural
networks became the favorites for many researchers.
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [62] is very popularly
used for time series data in wide areas of applications in the
sequence mining [63]. In recurrent neural networks each layer
actually represents each time step in the series of timestamp
values. They are first kind of networks with internal memory
and due to this reason; they are the most suitable ones for
sequential data where previous steps need to be memorized.
Liu et al. [64] used modified RNN based approach with
spatial and temporal contexts for the prediction of space and
time variant data. For small sequences or trajectories,
Recurrent Neural Networks are good enough for time series
data but not very promising when series or sequence is much
longer say more than ten steps or hops. One of the biggest
issue is vanishing as well as exploding gradients.
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So many variations of Recurrent Neural Networks are
available to overcome this big issue. We hypothesize that
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [18] which is an
extension to Recurrent Neural Network discussed in the
previous section may resolve the problem of handling bigger
sequences or series .
LSTM architecture has memory blocks using different
gates and connections for storing and memorizing the
previous much older context and value also along with recent
history of the sequence. Specifically, LSTM-based
architecture is used for our outlier point’s prediction in the
supply-chain path. This concept has been used in this domain
for the first time as per our knowledge.
Yavas G. Katsaros, D. Ulusoy O. Manolopoulos, Y. [58]
proposed a three-layered framework for prediction of next
point of users on personal communication network which is
divided in the form of cells. In the first layer, the mobility
patterns of the user are processed on the basis of the historical
data of user trajectories. In the second layer, patterns are
extracted in form of rules with constraints’ consideration and
mobility of users is considered and in the third and final layer;
the rules generated in the previous layers are used to predict
the path in the communication network for the users. The
mobility rule-based prediction method is also compared with
mobility prediction. Mobility prediction uses a Transition
Matrix (TM) for saving the historical data and it is compared
with ignorant prediction method which takes on the historical
data and Ignorant Prediction method considers recent data.
The accuracy of the proposed method is better but it takes toll
on the memory requirements of the process.
Morzy M. [59] proposed movement rules method for
finding frequent patterns in trajectories. Any trajectory
followed by a moving object is compared against the saved
movement rules and a probabilistic model to locate the
objects in a path/trajectory is used. Proposed algorithm gives
reasonably good prediction accuracy (80%). With the
increasing network of trajectories, the proposed system can
become very complex and with too many rules generation, the
memory requirements would also be very high. Also matching
with the rules will require higher processing time.
Cheng C., Yang H. King, I., Lyu M.R. [60] proposed a
model based on matrix factorization method to find out the
probability of check in by the user on any location in the path
of the network. A framework with matrix factorization as well
as social information of the user is used to demonstrate that
the fused matrix factorization framework with multi Gaussian
method uses the distance information and helps in the
predicting the patterns of user check- ins in a particular
network environment. Generation of matrix, though, is a high
memory requirement process.
Jeung, H. Shen, H.T. Zhou, X. [42] proposed a novel
approach which overcomes the problems associated with
issues related to cell partitioning based processing. They have
done detailed study based trajectory pattern models to find
the association between the frequent regions and the
partitioned cells using Hidden Markov process. With the
proposed approach, the movement of any object is defined by
the partitioned cells structure but the trajectory patterns used
by the objects are defined by the frequent regions being
followed by reading those cells. Deciding the granularity level

of the cells is a problem. Moreover, this approach doesn’t
work well with longer trajectory paths.
Mathew W., Raposo R., Martins B. [61] proposed a
representation learning method based on Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) approach for Location-Based Social
Networks, to be used for location recommendation and link
prediction. The method helped in removing the drawbacks of
the existing methods which focus only on topology patterns
but not the sequences of check-ins. So, the approach works
well in dynamic environment with hierarchical network. This
approach however doesn’t work well for longer sequences in
a trajectory or path.
Kim, Moon-Chan, et al. [64] proposed a fuzzy cognitive
map model. The weight matrix uses genetic algorithm with
previous states data based on which the analysis of next state
is done. It also took care of sudden change in the state and the
cause for it base on the previous state data. The problem with
this approach is that it does perform efficiently for very long
paths or trajectory.
Graves, A. Mohamed, G. Hinton [65] studied about
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for sequential data. The
authors investigate deep recurrent neural networks and
concluded RNN performance degrades with the increase in
sequence path length. For longer path sequences Long
Short-Term Memory Network which is a variant of RNN
performs better. The existing work and the research gaps are
summarized as shown in the Table III.
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE EXISTING RESEARCH
There are certain limitations in the existing work specific to
the analysis and data mining on RFID enabled supply chain
processes, not much of literature is available. The related
works are studied for similar kind of applications and data
generated in RFID stream like traffic trajectories, healthcare
applications, human trajectories etc. Here trajectory refers to
the node’s points combined to form a supply-chain path. The
following conclusions are drawn after going through the
complete study of existing literature on sub processes used in
our research work i.e. data cleaning, outlier detection using
clustering approach and predictive analysis of path points in a
trajectory. Most of the existing work in data cleaning uses
fixed window sliding protocol due to which there is a trivial
problem of fixing up the window size for cleaning the false
positives, false negatives and duplication in reading the tag
data by RFID readers. Setting very small window size can
result in generation of false negatives and setting up a very
large window size can result in generation of false positives.
Some techniques like Kalman filter and bloom filter need too
much of memory and speed of processing is low. Adaptive
window sliding detection is the best as it is dynamic window
adjustment according to the stream of RFID tag data.
Most of works done for anomaly /outlier detection is based
on clustering techniques. The main reason for it is
non-availability of training data. Among the normal data the
anomalous node point data is very less.
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The distance measures generally used are Euclidian,
Fréchet, edit distance, longest common sub sequences,
especially for trajectories but they have the drawbacks of
either not taking into account the temporal factor into account
with lag or lead of the objects due to speed variations or
doesn’t work effectively for longer trajectories.
Dynamic Time Warping is another similarity /distance
measure which has a drawback of high complexity but works
efficiently in case of trajectories of different lengths as well as
time lags due to speed variations in the objects following the
trajectories. To cluster the trajectories along with planned

trajectories many clustering approaches like k means, mean
shift, hierarchical clustering, cell-based partitioning is used
but they either are not memory efficient, doesn’t work well
with longer trajectories or can’t cope up with the dynamic and
uncertain RFID data stream. Further for the sub process of
predicting outliers using the previous history of trajectory
data, many techniques like rules based, matrix based, hidden
Markov model based, decision tree based, neural networks
based are used but they don’t work efficiently in case of long
length trajectories.

Table-III: Summary Of Existing Approaches In RFID Outlier Detection Using Classification
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.

Approach
Yavas G. Katsaros, D. Ulusoy
O. Manolopoulos, Y. [58]
Morzy M. [59]
Cheng C., Yang H. King, I., Lyu
M.R. [60]
Jeung, H. Shen, H.T. Zhou, X.
[42]

Methodology
Rules based
Rules based
Factorization matrix

Research Gaps
Memory inefficient and high
time processing requirements
Memory inefficient and high
time processing requirements
Memory inefficient

It doesn’t work efficiently
with very long trajectory
paths
5.
Mathew W., Raposo R., Hidden Markov Model based
It doesn’t work efficiently
Martins B. [61]
with very long trajectory
paths
6.
Kim, Moon-Chan, et al [64]
Fuzzy Cognitive Networks with Genetic It doesn’t work efficiently
Algorithm
with very long trajectory
paths
Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing, vol. 23, no. 6, pp. 2343-2356,
2012.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE OF THE
5. R. Zhong, G. Huang, S. Lan, Q. Dai, X. Chen and T. Zhang, “A big data
RESEARCH
approach for logistics trajectory discovery from RFID-enabled
production data,” International Journal of Production Economy, vol.
The literature study gives the insight for the development of
165, p. 260–272, 2015.
a complete framework to find out the outliers in the RFID 6. Zhong, Ray Y., “Analysis of RFID datasets for smart manufacturing
shop floors.” in 15th International Conference on Networking, Sensing
enabled supply-chain path. As per the understanding and
and Control (ICNSC). IEEE, 2018, pp. 1-4.
study till now there is no availability of such system in the
7. A. Sarac, N. Absi and S. Dauzère-Pérès, “A literature review on the
mention domain. A system which can find out outliers with
impact of RFID technologies on supply chain management,”
International Journal of Production Economics, vol. 128, no. 1, pp.
good accuracy with the consideration of long path sequences
77-95, 2010.
of the trajectories followed by the objects with varying speed
8. J. Han, H. Gonzalez, X. Li and D. Klabjan, “Warehousing and mining
and acceleration is required. The study conducted in this
massive RFID data sets,” in International Conference on Advanced Data
paper aims for the same and to outline the so that the
Mining and Applications. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2006, pp. 1-18.
researchers can overcome the problems in the existing 9. H. Gonzalez, J. Han and X. Li, “FlowCube: Constructuing RFID
FlowCubes for Multi-Dimensional Analysis,” in VLDB 2006, Seoul,
systems. Scope of research is quite vast as the framework
Korea, 2006, pp. 834-845.
designed can be used to find out outliers or anomalies in 10. H. Gonzalez, J. Han and X. Li, “Mining compressed commodity
workflows from massive RFID data sets,” in Proceedings of the 15th
various applications which are RFID enabled. Apart from
ACM international conference on Information and knowledge
outlier detection of RFID supply chain datasets, they can also
management, 2006, pp. 162-171.
be used in RFID path deviation detection, RFID enabled 11. E. Masciari., “A Framework for Outlier Mining in RFID data,” In: 11th
International Database Engineering and Applications Symposium
healthcare process, RFID enabled toll process, RFID enabled
(IDEAS 2007), IEEE, 2007, pp. 263-267.
car parking, RFID enabled tracking of things and so on.
12. X. Li, J. Han, S. Kim and H. Gonzalez, “ROAM: Rule- and Motif-Based
Anomaly Detection in Massive Moving Objects Dataset,” in
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